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Heat Eraser — not your teacher’s chalkboard eraser.

Cool your designs faster with a heat eraser. Great for use with heat transfer 
materials with cold peel application, and smoothing and cooling pre-cut 
letters and numbers before cover sheet removal.

$3.55

EZ Weeder™ makes weeding easier.

Easily remove excess material from your heat transfer designs. This tool 
allows you to weed even the most detailed design cavities with ease. Use it 
with heat transfer and digital heat transfer materials.

$22.95

Weeding Tweezers help remove the excess from your design.

Pluck out extra heat transfer material from your letters, numbers, or other 
heat transfer designs. The tweezer’s curved tip also helps place small 
pieces onto your design.

$28.05

Layout Boards — straight or arched, you decide.

Quickly and accurately align pre-cut letters and numbers on apparel with a 
layout board. Has ruler marks and application and positioning tips on each 
board. Comes in a set of 3 sizes.

$4.75
per set

Pre-Mask Tape — versatile tape that takes the heat.

This light-tack, heat-resistant tape is an ideal solution for lettering caps, 
working with small lettering, and a perfect companion when cutting  
sign vinyl.

3 1/4"x100yd 
$27.35

24"x100yd 
$111.40

Thermo-Tape keeps your designs in place.

Use this heat resistant tape to keep graphics and lettering in place before 
and during heat press application.

$10.50

6+
$9.45 each

Thermo-Tape Dispenser keeps your Thermo-Tape within reach.

Store your Thermo-Tape close-by in this slip resistant dispenser with a  
rubber base. This has a double core for 1” or 3” tape, and can store up  
to two rolls.

$22.30

Storage Boxes keep your pre-cuts organized.

Use these corrugated cardboard storage boxes with plastic inserts to  
organize and keep track of your pre-cut letter and number inventory.  
Available in 3 sizes.

$9.15 - $10.50

Mini T-Shirts — maximum attention in a tiny way.

Creatively promote your business with Mini T-Shirts. Use them to make 
memorable business cards that potential customers will notice and keep. 
Comes in packs of 10, and is available in black and white.

$18.90

Mini Tee Sample Ring
Let your customers see and feel what heat transfer materials options  
are available. Assortment of black and white, pre-printed Mini T-shirts  
pre-assembled on 2" ring: 16 CAD-CUT® designs, 12 CAD-COLOUR®  
designs, custom patches, Sport-Stitch products, as well as SimStitch.  

$85
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Hotronix® Original Heat Press Platens  
for pre-2014 garment heat presses.
Quickly change platens on the Hotronix® Auto Clam, Hover Press™,  
Draw Press, Air Swinger, and MAXX® Clam heat presses according to  
what you’re decorating.

$148.50 - 
$337.50

Set of 3
$405.00

Quick Change Heat Press Platens make your job easier.
Easily changeable garment platens for gym bags, tote bags, sleeves, shoes, 
and youth garments. Compatible with the Hotronix® Air Fusion™/Table Top, 
Dual Air Fusion™, Fusion, Auto Clam/Hover Press, and MAXX® Clam.

$148.50 -
$337.50

Set of 3
$405.00

Interchangeable Hotronix® Cap Heat Press Platens for every style!
Interchangeable cap platens for the Hotronix® Cap Heat Press and MAXX® 
Cap make decorating caps easier.

$81.00

Set of 4 
$304.00

Custom Hotronix® Heat Press Platens for your toughest jobs.
Hotronix® can custom make almost any type of platen to fit any Hotronix® 
heat press. All that is needed is a rough sketch of the platen and item you 
want to heat apply.

Call  
Customer Service 
for a free quote 

800.521.5255

Non-Stick Heat Press Upper Platen Cover protects your heat press 
and garments.
Keep your heat press’ upper platen clean and free of inks, adhesives, and 
excess residue.

$81.00

Silicone Heat Press Upper Platen Cover is perfect for heat printing 
performance wear.
Keep heat sensitive materials protected during printing with this silicone 
platen cover.

$202.50

Quick Slip Lower Platen Protector protects the lower platen of 
your heat press.
This fitted cover slips snugly over the bottom heat press platen, making it 
easy to dress garments.

$47.50 -
$74.50

Heat Press Accessory Kit is essential for any job.
Get the tools you need for your heat press in one convenient kit. This 
includes a 16"x20" pillow, 18"x20" 6 mil Cover Sheet, 3.5"x15" Print 
Perfect Pad, 25-pack of 15"x19" Kraft Paper, and a Heat Eraser.

$107.50

Heat Printing Equipment Cart designed by Stahls’ Hotronix®  
is a versatile addition to any business. 
The cart is perfect for the Dual Air Fusion™, Fusion™, or Table Top  
Air Fusion™ heat presses and can also be used with Laser Printers,  
DTG Equipment, laminators, or small vinyl cutters.  

$763.00

Hotronix® Heat Press Caddie™ - Do the same job in half the time.
Heat Press Caddies™ allow you to add industry-exclusive Threadability™  
to Hotronix® Auto Open Clam or MAXX® Clam heat presses. Threadability™ 
allows you to print the front and back of a garment without re-dressing the 
platen, and cuts production time by up to 40%. Not compatible with the 
Hotronix® 6 x 6 Auto Clam Heat Press

Counter
$270.00

Stand
$459.00

Hotronix® Heat Press Caddie™ Shelves
Keep garments and materials within reach - wherever you are. Blank 
garments, transfers, and accessories are always within reach with these 
strong, durable shelves. They are compatible wi th both the Hotronix®  
Heat Press Caddie™ stand and Air Fusion™ pedestal stand.

$202.50

Portable Heat Press Laser Alignment System makes it easy to lay 
out transfers and designs.
Ensure consistent placement and accurate positioning for every heat printing 
job. This includes the Laser Alignment Wizard™, which helps position 
bulbs for initial heat application set-up, is printed with five popular layout 
spots, and also contains rulers for custom placement.

Layout Guide W/Strips

High Tack Magic Mask Strips

$425.50

$18.90

$5.40

Kraft Paper Cover Sheet
Perfect for when you want a matte finish on your designs.

Protect the upper platen of your heat press and leave a matte finish on 
heat transfer material. Comes in packs of 25. 

15"x19" 
$14.20

18"x20" 
$18.25 

6 Mil Heat Press Cover Sheet
Achieve a semi-gloss finish and protect the upper platen.

This reusable cover sheet leaves a smooth semi-gloss finish on heat  
transfer materials.

18"x20" 
$13.50

$43.90/yd

Heat Printing Pillows prevent marks on transfers and lettering.
Get even surfaces and prevent marks on heat printed transfers by using 
these 3/4" foam core pillows. Non-stick Reusable.  
Available sizes: 16" x 20", 12" x 14", 5" x 18", 6" x 8", or 10" x 10" 
Use with v-necks, zippers, and buttons or near heavy seems. Also works 
well as an insert for mesh and reversible jerseys.

$16.20 - $37.15

Set of 5
$111.40 

Print Perfect Pads elevate your print area for a perfect press  
every time.
Print Perfect Pads are designed to elevate your print area and provide a 
solid surface for even pressure, and are ideal for working around buttons, 
zippers, and seams. 

$33.75 - $71.50

The Flexible-Application Pad makes a great cover sheet option 
when heat applying on nylon.
This thin silicone rubber pad can be used in place of a cover sheet when 
applying heat transfer materials to heat sensitive items. It also protects 
buttons, zippers, and snaps on garments.

$37.15

Platens Heat Press Caddie™

Cover SheetsPlaten Covers

Accessory Kit

Equipment Cart

Pads, Pillows, Inserts
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